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In order to solve the problem that the picture-based
virtual try-on model provides consumers with limited
information, an improved two-stage video virtual try-
on scheme based on deep neural networks is proposed.
The network consists of two parts. One is a deep net-
work used to learn Thin Plate Spline (TPS) deforma-
tion parameters of clothing, the other is a U-Net mod-
ule used to generate the try-on effect. In the latter,
the network extracts optical flow from the input data,
performs DensePose pose annotations, trains on the
improved U-Net, and outputs the frame-by-frame try-
on effect. Compared with the existing work, the pro-
posed solution obtains a higher quality video, which is
embodied in that the facial details retained are more
adequate and the edges of the clothing generated are
better. The proposed approach is evaluated on VVT
and VITON dataset. In the same test sample, the pro-
posed network has a better visual effect than the cur-
rent neural network-based try-on work.

Keywords: virtual try-on, deep neural network, image
synthesis

1. Introduction

In the Internet age, a large number of consumers have
moved from physical stores to online stores. However,
due to the inability to try on online clothing, a large num-
ber of return and exchange issues have been caused. This
wastes a lot of materials and time, which is harmful to
consumers, stores and environment. In order to reduce
the occurrence of the above-mentioned situations, virtual
try-on has gradually become an important research direc-
tion in the field of image synthesis. Before neural net-
works were widely used in the field of virtual try-on, most
studies used the strategy of constructing 3-dimension(3D)
models [1, 2]. Although these technologies can perform
realistic dress simulations, the high cost of installing hard-
ware and collecting 3D annotation information hinders
their deployment on the user side.

More and more researches in this field have used deep
learning methods to generate try-on effects [3]. Existing
works have achieved good results in the picture-based vir-
tual try-on work. However, in actual use, the static pic-

tures generated by these jobs provide very limited infor-
mation for clothing purchase. At present, most of the re-
search is focused on improving the effect of virtual try-on
based on pictures [4, 5]. Until recently, some researches
focused on try-on based on video [6]. In the videos gen-
erated by the existing work, there is still a lot of room
for improvement in terms of clothing detail retention and
clothing edge definition.

In this paper, a two-stage virtual try-on network based
on video is proposed. The goal is to output a series of
realistic continuous pictures for composite video under
the premise of realizing a given character image, target
clothing and a series of poses. The first stage is a net-
work that obtains Thin Plate Spline (TPS) [7] parameters
required for clothing deformation from the human body
posture. The input standard clothing and human posture
are extracted and merged, and then sent to the regression
network for clothing transformation training. Since the
datasets of different clothing are not easy to extract, the
training method adopted at this stage is to reconstruct the
original samples. The second stage takes four kind of in-
put to generate continuous try-on images on the improved
U-Net network. They are the deformed clothing obtained
in the first stage, the optical flow information extracted
from the frame-by-frame pictures, the Densepose infor-
mation and optical flow. The experiment is tested under
the video dressing dataset VVT. Compared with the typ-
ical virtual try-on model based on image CP-VTON, the
video try-on effect synthesized by the model in this pa-
per is significantly improved. Compared with the typical
video virtual try-on model FW-GAN, the video synthe-
sized by the model in this paper achieves better results in
terms of portrait preservation and clothing edge definition.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give
an overview over related to the work presented in this pa-
per. In Section 2, some work related to this paper will be
introduced. Section 3 introduces the proposed method of
deep neural network for virtual try-on in detail. In Section
4, the presented approaches are evaluated and compared
to related methods experimentally. We conclude a discus-
sion and an outlook to future work in Section 5.
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2. Related work

2.1. Image synthesis
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [8] had re-

cently achieved impressive results on image synthesis.
There are a few recent studies investigating the problem of
image-to-image translation using conditional GANs [9],
which transform a given input image to another one with a
different representation [10, 11]. Most of image-to-image
translation tasks conditioned on unaligned images [12],
adopted a coarse-to-fine manner to enhance the quality of
final results.

For person image generation, Lassner et al. proposed
a generative model of people in clothing for the full body
[13], but the fashion attributes are not controllable in this
method. Zhao et al. proposed an image generation model
to generate multi-view cloth images from only a single
view input [14, 15].

2.2. Virtual try-on
Virtual try-on has been an attractive topic even before

the renaissance of deep learning. Most previous works
were based on computer graphics. Guan et al. designed
a framework for synthesizing clothes on 3D bodies, with
ignoring the shape and pose [16]. Pons-Moll solved the
problem of capturing multiple clothes of a neatly dressed
person in motion by using a multi-part 3D model of the
clothes bodies [2].

There are also a few works based on image-based gen-
erative models which aim to synthesize perceptually cor-
rect images from real 2D images. Jetchev introduced
a conditional analogy GAN to swap fashion items [17].
Methods such as VITON [3], CP-VTON [4] use coarse
human shape and pose map as the input to generate a
clothed person. While methods such as VTNFP [5] and
ACGPN [15] adopt semantic segmentation as input to
synthesize clothed person.

Not satisfied with the limited information provided by
the picture try-on, some work started on the video-based
try-on. Dong et al. proposed a strategy to use the previ-
ous frame information to assist the current frame’s try-on
image, and provided a VVT dataset for video try-on [6].

3. Improved two-stage network

The network proposed in this paper is divided into two
parts and the two parts are trained separately. The first
part generates an image that distorts the target clothing
into an image that approximately fits the current person’s
posture. The second part generates masks for each part
from the clothing, posture information and optical flow
data, and outputs the try-on effect of the current frame.
This section will introduce these two parts in detail.

3.1. Clothes warping module
The input of this part is the target clothing c, the current

human body posture information p, and the clothing part

Fig. 1. Clothes warping module. The target clothes c and
person representation p are aligned via a learnable matching
module.

in the original image ct . The goal is to train a network
that can generate clothing pictures matched the human
posture. The most ideal training data requires the same
person to maintain the exact same posture under multiple
sets of different clothing, which is very difficult for a sin-
gle set of samples, let alone a huge number of datasets.
Therefore, we use the clothing currently worn as the tar-
get clothing, and train in the form of reconstructing the
original image to reduce the difficulty of dataset construc-
tion. This kind of method is a common for some image
synthesis training in previous works.

We extract high-level features from the human body
pose and clothing through a sampler, and then combine
them into a single tensor related layer as the input of the
regression network. The predicted spatial transformation
parameters are obtained through the regression network,
and the clothing picture c is processed with the param-
eters to obtain w. This part of network is shown in Fig
1. Use w and the clothing part in the original image ct to
calculate the L1 loss as the equation 1.

L1(θ) = ‖w− ct‖1 = ‖Tθ (c)− ct‖1 (1)

where θ is the TPS parameter learned by the network, w
is the output of the distorted network under the current
parameters. w is the output of TPS warping net while
input parameter is θ and input clothes is c.

3.2. Try-on module
The try-on results produced by previous work often

have texture artifacts and irrelevant area information lost
during the generation process. The U-Net architecture is
very effective in the synthesis of cloth and human body.
In order to obtain a better try-on effect, we further pre-
process the input Mask sent to U-Net to generate images.

The network structure of this part is shown in Fig 2.
The main body of the network is a U-Net network. In
order to learn features better, we use a self-attention layer
in the deep feature layer. We will use four parts as input
to this network. The inputs include the current frame, the
distorted clothing generated by the first stage network, the
DensePose posture information, and the combination of
optical flow information.
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Fig. 2. Try-on module. Densepose and optical flow information are obtained by preprocessing the used VVT dataset . Person
representation and warped cloth w are fed into the U-Net model with self-attention. The output of the U-Net is the person p in target
cloth .

The U-Net model outputs a rendered person p, and
composition mask m. The person try-on, p̂ is obtained
as equation 2.

p̂ = w∗m+ p∗ (1−m) (2)

where w is the warped cloth obtained from the first stage.

4. Experiments

In this section, we introduce the training details of the
network, and construct a suitable evaluation method to an-
alyze the experimental results.

4.1. Implementation details
In the training of the first part, the loss function attenu-

ation coefficient=1, the batch size is set to 4, the number
of training times is 20K, and the Adam optimizer is used
in the training process. The learning rate is set to 0.0001
in the initial test, and linearly decays to 0 after half of the
training times.

In the second part of training the U-Net model, the
batch size is set to 32, the number of training is 1K, and
the Adam optimizer is also used. The design of the learn-
ing rate is the same as the previous part.

4.2. Dataset
The two parts of the network training use two differ-

ent datasets. Currently, there are two datasets commonly
used in the field of try-on, namely VITON and VVT. The
former includes more than 16,000 sets of samples, each
of which includes a picture of clothing and a picture of a

model trying on. The latter includes 791 samples. Each
set of samples includes a clothing picture and a series of
consecutive frames that the model tries on against a white
background. The number of frames for each sample is
between 200 and 300.

In the experiment, the training goal of the wrapping-
net model distorted clothing is to generate clothing that
fits the current posture as much as possible, and the de-
mand for dynamic information of the characters is rela-
tively low, so VITON with more samples is used as the
dataset. In the try-on network, we import optical flow and
the previous frame to generate better continuous pictures.
For the need of time-relevant information, we use VVT as
dataset in this stage.

4.3. Poseture expression and activation function

The human pose representation used in the experiment
is different from the CocoPose annotation commonly used
in previous work. A UV coordinate map obtained by
DensePose includes more 3D human body information.
The difference of them is shown in Fig 3.

Comparing the training effects under the two kinds
of annotations, the results are shown in third and fourth
columns as shown in Fig 4. It can be seen that although
the processing of the half-length image of CocoPose an-
notation is satisfactory, it is still inferior to another one in
details and the effect of full-body processing.

In the course of the experiment, it was found that using
GELU as the activation function of the second stage net-
work can obtain better results than others such as ReLu
and Swish. The comparison results are shown in the fifth
to seventh columns of Fig 4.
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Fig. 3. Visual comparison between DensePose and Coco-
Pose. DensePose annotations (first row) contain dense 3D
body information in the form of UV coordinates, where Co-
coPose annotations (second row) are sparse and 2D key-
points.

4.4. Experimental result

After the above attempts, the network obtains the best
output result when Densepose is used as the pose in-
formation and GELU is used as the activation function.
The try-on problem is the same as many image gener-
ation problems that it is difficult to evaluate the results
through several specific numerical indicators. Here we
will qualitatively evaluate the model by analyzing the test
pictures. Comparing the results with CP-VTON and FW-
GAN, they are currently the two best jobs in the field of
virtual try-on. In order to better present the try-on effect,
we take a picture of the walking process and a picture of
the closest position of the model to the picture as a set for
comparison, as shown in Fig 5.

The try-on effect of CP-VTON is satisfactory when the
upper body is big enough, especially the preservation of
the clothing pattern, but the generation effect during the
walking process is much weaker, and the continuity of
the adjacent two frames of image also poor. The model
proposed in this paper can reach a level equivalent to CP-
VTON when it is closest to the screen, and the generated
image will not have unexpected highlights in the distorted
position of the clothing. FW-GAN introduces the optical
flow method to obtain more realistic and smooth video. In
the first row of each sample, our model and FW-GAN can
guarantee the natural lifelikeness of the generated video.
Compared with FW-GAN, our model can obtain dynamic
continuous frame images of comparable quality, and the
preservation of clothing details when closest to the lens is
better than the latter. Our improvement to the try-on net-
work can take into account the smoothness of the output
image and the undistorted clothing pattern.

5. Conclusion

We propose an improved two-stage video virtual try-on
network. We have imported Densepose, a better human
pose representation method, and selected GELU as the ac-
tivation function through comparative experiments. In the

Fig. 4. Comparison between different annotations and acti-
vation function. The first column is the target clothing, and
the second column is the current frame of the input. The
third and fourth columns are the comparison between Co-
CoPose and Densepose. The fifth to seventh columns are
comparisons of try-on results under three different activation
functions.

experiment, the test results have been qualitatively ana-
lyzed with two excellent models CP-VTON and FW-GAN
in the virtual try-on field. Among them, DensePose and
the self-attenton layer improve the face and body details
of the generated pictures. The addition of optical flow in-
formation increases the continuity between images, but it
is found that the output images have undesired artifacts in
some areas of the result.

At present, due to performance and hardware limita-
tions in the video-based virtual try-on, it is still very diffi-
cult to achieve the detail retention capability of the image-
based virtual try-on. How to find a balance between dy-
namic try-on and high precision to meet the needs of ac-
tual use as much as possible is still a problem that needs
to be explored. Another problem is the model cannot
process the geometric information of the clothing (such
as distinguishing the inside and outside of the clothing),
which will result in the inability to perform better try-on
simulations for certain types of clothing. This may also
be a direction of our further research.
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